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The Semiotic Status of 

Vocal Indicators of Affect: 

Vocal Expression or Vocal 
Communication of Affect? 
  

All observable changes in human behav- 

ior (regardless of the type of sensorial 

modality) can be informative of the state 

of the individual. However, most of such 

changes are not produced in order to 

inform other members of the species of 

the person’s psychological or physical 

state. From the perceived features, the 

observer infers the meaning without 

explicit learning of the code involved. 

Such features are informative without 

having been produced to this effect. By 

contrast, those features that are produced 

in order to transmit information have a 

communicative function and are conven- 

tionalized. Wharton (2003) illustrates 

this distinction by comparing shivering 

with smiling. Shivering is a spontaneous 

behavior whose function is to generate 

heat. To an observer, shivering provides 

information that the individual is feeling 

cold. However, the function of shivering 

is not to signal this information. Smil- 

ing, by contrast, could be considered as 

intentional signaling, whose function fs 

to convey information (Ekman, 1999). As 

Wilson and Wharton (2005) write: 

For instance, a speaker’s mental or 

physical state may affect the prosodic 

properties of her utterance, enabling 

a hearer with the appropriate experi- 

ence or background knowledge to 

infer whether she is drunk or sober, 

sick or healthy, tired or alert, hesitant 

or assured. As with shivering, these 

prosodic properties carry information 

about the speaker’s mental or physical 

state, but it is not their function to do 

so: they are natural signs, interpreted 

by inference rather than decoding. 

(p. 1561) 

In everyday speech communication, 

the interpretation of speech signal relies 

heavily on the information provided by 

the shared knowledge that is part of the 

context (concrete circumstances and 

culture). In the interest of the economy 

of communication, the spontaneously 

produced information found in the 

speaker’s vocal and facial behavior is 

part of the shared contextual knowledge 

that serves as interpretative framework 

—the context that provides the informa- 

tion not contained in the verbal message 

itself. This information is specifically 

geared at guiding the hearer during the 

inferential phase of auditory comprehen- 

sion. In this process the speaker may also 

use nonverbal signals intentionally in 

order to facilitate access to meaning, to 

divert the hearer from a particular inter- 

pretation or even mislead him. 

Unlike in typewritten communica- 

tion, in oral communication the sender 

of the message produces his own tool for 

communication. By this fact the sounds 

produced on-line necessarily carry the 

“signature” of their producer. The infor- 

mation thus provided is related to the 

speaker’s physical conditions at the mo- 

ment of speech production, as well as to 

his or her cognitive-affective states such 

as attitudes, interpersonal stances, emo- 

tions, or personality traits. Such informa- 

tion can be produced spontaneously or 

intentionally and may vary according to 

social context and the speaker’s commu- 

nicative intentions. Some vocal features 

can thus be interpreted as the expres- 

sion (symptom) of the speaker’s inner 

state while others will be considered as 

intentional communicative signals or 

styles (Zei-Pollermann, 2002).
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Voice and Affect in 

Ancient Oratory 
  

Since antiquity, the study of emotional 

aspects of speech has been part of philo- 

sophical, religious, literary, and artistic 

works. It was only later that affective 

speech became a subject in its own 

right, investigated by psychologists, lin- 

guists, neurologists, physiologists, and 

other scientists. Going back to Aristotle, 

in Book 3 of Rhetoric, Aristotle points 

out the importance of studying the sub- 

ject of verbal expression and delivery, 

which he felt was a powerfully effective 

means of conducting good oratory. Aris- 

totle writes (Russel & Winterbottom, 

1972, p. 135): “This study is about the 

proper use of voice oud, soft, and mod- 

erate, to express individual emotions), 

the proper use of accents (acute, grave 

and circumflex), and the rhythms appro- 

priate to different things.” While for Aris- 

totle the whole study of rhetoric is 

directed towards producing belief (that 

is, not knowledge), for Cicero (Russel & 

Winterbottom, p. 250), the purpose is 

triple: “For the best orator is the one, 

who by his oratory instructs, pleases, 

and moves the minds of his audience. 

To instruct is a debt to be paid, to give 

pleasure a gratuity to confer, to rouse 

emotion a sheer necessity.” At that time, 

and for many years to come, emotional 

effects of voice on the listener played a 

major part in oratory. Emotional effects 

are produced for a purpose and the 

delivery is one of the means. 

In this context the speaker’s true emo- 

tions are not the focus of attention. Only 

the emotional impact created on the 

hearer is clearly pointed out. The orator’s 

genuine feelings are mentioned only 

indirectly in the context of their useful- 

ness in making the orator appear more 

credible and creating the impression of 

naturalness for “Naturalness is convinc- 

ing, artificiality the reverse. ... One should 

aim at the effect attained by Theodorus’ 

voice in comparison with other actors’; 

his seems to belong to the character, theirs 

to be imposed on it” (Russel & Winter- 

bottom, p. 137). The instrumental use of 

oratory to elicit emotions in others is well 

described by Cicero (p. 217) in the fol- 

lowing paragraph of his text The Brutus: 

The orator’s audience believes his 

words, thinks them true, assents, ap- 

proves; his speech carries conviction, 

... the crowd rejoices, grieves, laughs, 

cries, likes, dislikes. . . . It is angered 

and soothed, it hopes and fears. These 

effects take place according to the way 

in which the minds of those present 

are worked on by words, thoughts and 

delivery. 

Cicero is aware that passions induced in 

the audience by oratory modify people’s 

judgment so that eventually, affect dom- 

inates over truth and justice.’ A very sim- 

ilar view was developed by Quitilian 

who adds that vocal aspects of delivery 

can reveal the unadmitted passions of 

the speaker. 

It appears that Cicero’s oratory excel- 

lence includes induction of two kinds of 

‘De Oratore, Il. XLII. 178: Haec properans ut et apud doctos et semidoctus ipse percurro, ut aliquando ad illa 

maiora veniamus: nihil est enim in dicendo, Catule, maius, quam ut faveat oratori is, qui audiet, utique ipse 

sic moveatur, ut impetu quodam animi et perturbatione magis quam iudicio aut consilio regatur: plura enim 

multo homines iudicant odio aut amore aut cupiditate aut iracundia aut dolore aut laetitia aut spe aut timore 

aut errore aut aliqua permotione mentis quam veritate aut praescripto aut iuris norma aliqua aut iudici for- 

mula aut legibus.
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emotions: esthetic or disinterested and 

utilitarian (Scherer, 2005). The role of 

utilitarian emotions (such as fear or anger) 

is mainly to steer the receiver’s behavior 

presumably through empathy or identifi- 

cation with the speaker. 

The role of disinterested emotions 

would be to provide esthetic experience 

or disinterested pleasure (Kant, 2001) 

resulting either from intrinsic qualities of 

sensorial experience (visual or auditory) 

or from the pleasure of intellectual dis- 

covery of the truth. For Cicero the deliv- 

ery skills do not only include the voice, 

they also include the orators’ facial 

expressions and body movements, which 

“signify in what sense everything they 

say is to be understood” (Russel & Win- 

terbottom, p. 242). This statement from 

Cicero clarifies the role of nonverbal 

aspects of communication, which is to 

guide the interpretation of the words by 

providing the psychological context (in 

terms of knowledge and affect). It is nev- 

ertheless important to keep in mind that 

in ancient oratory the main focus was on 

use of language and of the argument, 

while the delivery played a role of pro- 

viding the right emotional context for 

winning an argument. Voice and feelings 

continued to be inherently related to 

each other in the centuries to come. St. 

Augustine considered the human voice 

as capable of stimulating the soul and 

producing physical pleasure as the voice 

is considered to contain the whole range 

of the feelings of one’s soul: “tutta la 

scala dei sentimenti della nostra anima’ 

(St Augustino, 397/1969). Following St. 

Augustine, the medieval scholastic tradi- 

tion considered the speaker’s voice as 

emanating from the soul and the rheto- 

ric figures as superfluous because the 

preacher’s strong emotion (grandis 

affectus) provided all the force to his 

discourse. 

It is interesting to note that in medical 

writings on vocal disturbances, the voice 

was also regarded as a reflection of 

thought activities in general and thought 

disturbances in particular (Paparela, 

1556). 

Rhetoric’s reputation suffered during 

the Age of Enlightenment, when it was 

condemned as meaningless bombast or 

unwelcome ornamentation—the view 

in agreement with the Enlightenment 

Movement that advocated rationality as 

a means to establish an authoritative sys- 

tem of ethics, esthetics, and knowledge. 

In conclusion to this very sketchy 

presentation of the link between voice 

and emotion in ancient oratory, we must 

point out that voice was considered to 

have an emotion eliciting effect only in 

conjunction with the words and other 

nonverbal expressions. 

The Study of Affect in Everyday 

Speech Communication: 
The Contribution of Linguists 
  

Notwithstanding Darwin’s (1872) impe- 

tus on research of emotional expression, 

the study of vocal indicators of affective 

states remains mainly in the domain of 

linguistics and literature. For example, 

Bourdon (1892) surfaces as the first one 

to engage in empirical study and theoret- 

ical modeling of the effects of emotions 

on speech communication. His work 

describes in quite some detail the effects 

of emotions and emotional tendencies 

on vocal intensity, pitch height, timing of 

speech, pauses, intonation contours, and 

accentuation. He defined the term ten-
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dencies as a person’s stable patterns of 

emotional reactions including behaviors; 

it is close to the concept of temperament. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, 

as it is well known, Ferdinand de Saus- 

sure’s teaching brings a decisive contri- 

bution to the constitution of linguistics 

as an independent science. The linguists’ 

debate focalizes on the relation between 

the subjective, ever-changing aspects of 

speech vs. the stable and conventional- 

ized aspects of language. Charles Bally 

(1905) studied the affective components 

of speech on both semantic and prosodic 

levels, and laid the foundations for the 

stylistics of ordinary spoken language. In 

the wake of Bally’s stylistics, Troubet- 

zkoy (1939)—an active member of the 

Prague linguistic circle—proposes a term 

phonostylistics for a science whose aim 

would be to study two domains of speech: 

(a) expression, as a symptom of the 

speaker’s state and (b) appeal, as a set of 

conventionalized vocal features fulfilling 

specific social functions. His proposal 

is based on Buhlet’s (1934) organon 

model of the semiotics of speech com- 

munication. Troubetzkoy concedes that 

it is not always easy to separate the spon- 

taneously expressed features related to 

the speaker’s psychophysiological state 

from those used intentionally for pur- 

poses of communication—like for exam- 

ple the use of an accent characteristic of 

a social class. 

The study of phonostylistics continued 

in the works of Spitzer (1961) as well as 
Damaso and Bousono (1951), who classi- 

fied speech styles according to the types 

of affect expressed. 

Among the first empirical studies 

were those of Seashore (1927), Fairbanks 

and Pronovost (1939), as well as Fair- 

banks and Hoaglin (1941). The subse- 

quent works of Williams and Stevens 

(1972), Bolinger (1945; 1946; 1965; 1972), 

and Crystal (1975) were fundamental. 

Their aim was to establish a repertory of 

acoustic features related to various emo- 

tional states. Fonagy (1971) makes a con- 

siderable contribution to the study of 

affect in speech. He suggests a model 

of double coding where speech commu- 

nication involves two successive coding 

procedures: (a) linguistic coding by which 

an idea is transformed into a speech sig- 

nal composed of a sequence of phonemes 

(e.g., “It’s very kind of you”) and (b) par- 

alinguistic coding, which adds emotional 

components to the phonemic sequence 

(e.g., the feeling of hate or contempt). 

Fonagy’s rich work on the prosody of 

emotions also includes experimental 

comparative studies of emotional prosody 

and music (Fonagy & Magdics, 1963). 

Within the framework of phonostylis- 

tics and by analogy to the concept of 

a phoneme, Pierre Leon (1970; 1971; 

1976) coined the term phonostyleme, 

defined as a bundle of distinctive fea- 

tures relevant for the vocal differentia- 

tion of emotions. These features were 

mean Foy, Fy range, intonation contour, 

tempo, and vocal intensity. None of the 

features was considered to be able to 

characterize an emotion in an independ- 

ent manner. Faure (1970; 1973), Fonagy 

(1973), I. Fonagy, Bérard, and J. Fonagy 

(1982), Fonagy and Sap (1997), and 

Fénagy (1982a, 1982b) contributed sub- 

stantially to research on the acoustic pat- 

terns of emotions. 

A frequent problem in social sciences 

is lack of consensus on the labeling of 

key concepts related to the object of the 

study. Drawing on the works of Crystal 

and Quirk (1964) as well as that of Laver 

(1968), Roach (2000) proposed a rather
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comprehensive prosodic and paralin- 

guistic labeling, comprising 36 labels. 

The prosodic coding presents four char- 

acteristics related to F, height and range, 

four for intensity, and eight for tempo. In 

addition, the paralinguistic code includes 

nine labels for voice quality, five for 

speech fluency, and three for expres- 

sions such as laughing, crying, and 

tremulous voice. 

In the past 20 years many studies have 

tried to determine the acoustic patterns 

of emotions (Zei and Archinard, 2001). 

Prosodic features listed by the various 

authors overlap considerably. Table 15-1, 

elaborated by Murray and Arnott (1993, 

Table 1, pp. 1106), describes the main 

prosodic features in the English language 

for five basic emotions. These features 

seem to be applicable to many other lan- 

guages. 

Other numerous works were under- 

taken within the broader framework of 

linguistic or semantic studies. Notable 

research was done for Spanish and Amet- 

ican English by Bolinger (1945; 1946; 

1965; 1972), for British English by Crys- 

tal (1975), and for French by Faure 

(1970; 1973), Fonagy and Bérard (1973), 
I. Fonagy, Bérard, and J. Fonagy (1982), as 

well as Fonagy and Sap (1997). 

These studies were characterized by a 

search of acoustic profiles based on the 

quantification of Fo, intensity, timing, and 

pace parameters related to the speakers’ 

emotional states and attitudes. 

For example Fonagy and Bérard (1973) 

and Fonagy et al. (1982) studied melodic 

Table 15—1. Summary of human vocal emotion effects. The effects described are those 

most commonly associated with the emotions indicated, and are relative to neutral speech. 

  

Speech rate slightly faster or 

faster slower 

Pitch average very much much higher 

higher 

Pitch range much wider much wider 

Intensity higher higher 

Voice quality —_ breathy, breathy, 

chest tone blaring 

Pitch changes abrupt, on smooth, 

stressed upward 

syllables inflections 

Articulation tense normal     

slightly much faster very much 

slower slower 

slightly very much very much 

lower higher lower 

slightly much wider © slightly 

narrower wider 

lower normal lower 

resonant irregular grumbled, 

voicing chest tone 

downward normal wide, 

inflections downward 

terminal 

inflections 

slurring precise normal 
  

Note. From “Toward the Simulation of Emotion in Synthetic Speech: A Review of the Literature on Human 
Vocal Emotion,” by L. R. Murray and J. L. Arnott, 1993, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 93(2), 

pp. 1097-1108. Copyright 1993 by American Institute of Physics. Reprinted with permission from L. R. Murray 
and J. L.Arnott.
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clichés of Parisian French related to dif- 

ferent speaking styles. Fonagy (1982a; 

1982b) specialized in studying various 

speaking styles such as storytelling, read- 

ing the daily news, and expressing atti- 

tudes and emotions. 

Bolinger studied prosodic systems in 

various languages as of 1945. His posi- 

tion about an inherently paralinguistic 

emotive role of intonation is well illus- 

trated in the following statement: “.. . 

while intonation may well play a gram- 

matical role, it does so by virtue of its 

emotive power; intonation is supportive 

where grammar is concerned, but it is 

not definitional: there is no intonation that 

is the property of any one grammatical 

category” (Bolinger, 1986, p. 13). Similar 

findings were reported by Faure (1970; 

1973) and Caelen-Haumont (1978/1981). 

Bolinger (1986) showed that accent or 

intonational prominence simultaneously 

signals the speaker’s interest that a given 

word has for him (interest accent) and 

his emotional involvement such as 

earnestness (Dower accent). The latter 

type of accents obeys the principle of cli- 

max that explains why a final accent 

tends to be a strong one and why we 

so often encounter right-shifted accents, 

for example, “At Putnam dodge in 

Burlingame” (Bolinger, 1986, p. 14). Con- 

versely, if the speaker wants to tone 

down his utterance to reduce its power, 

he may move the word accent leftward: 

“It’s bigger than Ténnessee” rather than 

“It’s bigger than Tennessée.” Bolinger also 

convincingly demonstrated his view that 

“melody expresses other forms of arousal, 

especially those of sustained feeling, and 

its opposite, rest” (p. 15). For him, it is 

much more important to apprehend the 

fundamentally emotive and metaphorical 

character of intonation denoting mean- 

ings, such as pacification, prompting, 

reprimanding, irony, deep concern, than 

to “pursue it down the byways of syntax 

and morphology” (p. 20). 

The above-mentioned meanings of 

intonation are conceptually close to 

Scherer’s set of design features of affec- 

tive states (Scherer, 2004) such as moods, 

interpersonal stances, or personality traits. 

They also correspond to what Caelen- 

Haumont and Bel (2000) termed ordi- 

nary emotion states related to beliefs, 

values, and subjective feelings. 

Empirical findings related to prosodic 

cues of emotions and attitudes are found 

in the work of Léon (1970), who pre- 

sented evidence that high register and 

wide Fy range were associated with joy, 

self-consciousness, and lightness, while a 

low register with a narrow F, range were 

associated with sadness, confidence, and 

graveness. The contour type was not 

considered to be discriminating by itself, 

whereas vocal intensity was proportional 

to the strength of the expressed feeling. 

Much of the research done in this 

field was characterized by association of 

Fy parameters to different phrase modal- 

ities. O'Connor and Arnold (1973), for 

instance, found that “wh-questions” real- 

ized with a bigh drop were perceived as 

vivid, businesslike, not unfriendly, lively, 

or interested. For Halliday (1994), wh- 

questions with a rising tone characterize 

a continuity and are tentative, whereas 

yes-no questions with a falling tone are 

peremptory. He also found that declara- 

tive sentences with a high rise contour 

could be perceived as “challenging, 

aggressive, defensive, or indignant.” 

Scherer and colleagues’ “configura- 

tion” model (Scherer, Ladd, & Silverman, 

1984) also explored the relationship 

between the intonation contour and the 

type of sentence. The authors found that 

the reversal of standard English patterns
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(i.e., final pitch lowering for wh-questions, 

and final pitch rising for yes-no ques- 

tions) produced negative connotations. 

As Wichmann (2002) pointed out, devia- 

tions from conventional tonal realiza- 

tions may generate negative attitudes. In 

general, one notices that deviations from 

vocal stereotypes can often be perceived 

as vocal markers of affect. Wichmann 

also studied the influence of social con- 

text on affective prosody. She found that 

in private conversations among friends, 

the sentences ending with please have a 

final pitch rise, while final pitch fall is 

used in public situations demonstrating a 

display of social power or status. Wich- 

mann concludes that the meaning thus 

depends to some extent on the power 

relationship between the speaker and 

hearer. These results are congruent with 

Ohala’s frequency code (1983), which 

relates dominance to low-pitched and 

submissiveness to high-pitched voices. 

Drawing on Ohala’s frequency code, 

Piot (2001) investigated the prosodic 

expression of two cognitive parameters 

in French: ignorance and desire to know. 

He investigated whether the degree of 

pitch rise was related to the degree 

of ignorance and/or a desire to know. 

Using speech synthesis (by varying Fy 

parameters, intensity, speech rate), he 

showed that (a) Fy peak value was posi- 

tively correlated with the degree of igno- 

rance and the desire fo know or to 

inform, (b) increased rate of delivery 

was related to the desire to know, but 

not to the desire to inform, (c) sentence 

final level of intensity was positively cor- 

related with both cognitive parameters 

only in assertions, but not in questions. 

The experiment also revealed the impor- 

tance of vocal range and the final pitch 

contour in the perception of attitudes, 

as well as the role of the tonal height in 

signaling novelty. 

In the wake of Scherer’s models of 

covariance and configuration, Ladd and 

colleagues (Ladd, Silverman, Tolkmitt, 

Bergman, & Scherer, 1985) undertook 

three experiments where subjects were 

to assess the emotion carried by state- 

ments in which the pitch range, the sen- 

tence contour type, and the voice qual- 

ity were systematically changed. The 

results showed that pitch range and 

voice quality had the strongest influence 

on the subject’s inference of the 

speaker’s arousal and on the inference of 

cognition-related attitudes at the same 

time. The contour type alone was not sig- 

nificantly related to the classification of 

attitudes, but rather the classification 

of emotions. An important conclusion was 

drawn from these experiments, namely, 

that the three prosodic cues, pitch range, 

contour type, and voice quality, all func- 

tion independently of each other. 

Kehrein (2002) studied the relation 

between vocal parameters and emotional 

dimensions of valence, arousal, domi- 

nance, and unexpectedness. The latter 

dimension is known to be related to 

an increase in Fy) maximum (Caelen- 

Haumont, 1991, to be published). Based 

on intersubjective attribution of categor- 

ical emotional and attitudinal meanings, 

Kehrein measured the acoustic features 

of utterances whose speakers were 

judged as excited/agitated, uncertain, 

eager or angry, calm/relaxed, content, 

delighted, uncertain/perplexed, apolo- 

getic, resigned, frustrated, and disap- 

pointed. His findings confirm a composi- 

tional approach to emotional meaning 

because individual acoustic parameters 

contribute to the constitution of a vari- 

ety of perceived emotions and attitudes.
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As the attribution of emotional meaning 

is dependent upon the verbal elements 

and the context of the interaction, 

Kehrein concludes that assessment of 

vocal expression of emotions can only 

be done in context. 

We support the above conclusion in 

that the vocal aspects of emotions 

should be considered within the whole 
interactive context including the lan- 

guage, the concrete material context, 

and the speaker’s nonverbal displays. 

As communication is a multichannel pro- 

cess, the contribution of each channel is 

a function of simultaneous presence of 
all the others. 

Melism as Expression of the 

Speaker’s Subjective 

Emotional Space 
  

iain 

Prosody appears to be a particularly suit- 

able means of expressing the subjective 

dimension of speech communication. 

Subjectively tinted prosody is a precious 
source of contextual information that 
helps disambiguate the interpretation of 
meaning. 

As pointed out by Caelen-Haumont 

and Bel (2000), in the prosody of French 

language, the syntactic and pragmatic 
functions of intonation usually acquire 

normative strength leaving little space 

for the speaker’s expression of his or her 

individuality. Nevertheless, the speaker's 

prosodic decision latitude can be exer- 

cised locally on the level of word prosody, 
mainly in lexical but also in grammatical 

words. Caelen-Haumont termed such 

prosodic marking as melisms. The notion 

of melism has been borrowed from the 

domain of singing and refers to pitch 

excursions (melodic movements) spread 

over the duration of the word, such that 

the number of notes perceived is higher 
than the number of syllables in the word. 
Melisms can coincide with syntactic 
and/or syntagmatic structure of the into- 
nation, just as they can diverge signifi- 

cantly from the canonical intonation 

contour. The divergence is either local— 
on a single word or a syntagmatic unit— 

or it can spread over several units. 

Melisms are considered to be a prosodic 

reflection of the subject’s basic affective 
states and attitudes such as doubts, 

beliefs, or value-invested thoughts as 

well as emotions. Such basic underlying 

affective states are conceptually close to 

Russel’s core affect (Russel, 2003), where 

various shades of emotions are concep- 
tualized as departures from a neutral point 
on two bipolar (valence-arousal) axes of 

his dimensional model of emotions. When 

projected into the prosodic space, Russel’s 

arousal dimension appears to have an 

acoustic counterpart in the so-called effort 

code (Chen, Gussenhoven, & Rietveld, 

2002) whereby the effort expended on 

speech production is proportional to the 
span of pitch excursions (de Jong 1995), 

the steepness of their rising or falling 

slopes (Caelen-Haumont, 1991, to be pub- 

lished; Caelen-Haumont & Bel, 2000), and 
the magnitude of intensity peaks. The 
effort code thus appears to reflect the 

speaker’s personal involvement, which in 

turn is prosodically manifested in melisms 

realized on the lexical items relevant to 

the speaker's interaction with the hearer. 

Melisms can temporarily disturb the 

cohesion between intonation and the lin- 

guistic structure, but the underlying syn- 

tactic organization can allow the speaker 

to take this liberty and mark the utter- 

ance by his personal touch.
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MELISM—An Automatic 

Method of Segmentation and 

Melodic Coding of Speech 
  

To allow accurate descriptions of 

melodic salience, an automatic analysis 

tool, MELISM, was developed by Caelen- 

Haumont and Auran (2004; 2005). 

MELISM procedure is based on Praat soft- 

ware (Boersma & Weenink, 1996) and 

allows automatic detection of melisms, 

their segmentation into fonal syllables, 

and their positioning on a nine-level 

scale based on a stylized Fy curve gener- 

ated by MOMEL? (Hirst & Espesser, 

1993). The tonal syllables are mono- or 

bitonal sequences obtained at the points 

of change of melodic slopes. MELISM 

requires (a) a preliminary segmentation 

of the signal into linguistic units consid- 

ered as relevant (e.g., single words or 

prosodic words), and (b) a stylization of 

the F, contour by determining target 

points with MOMEL algorithm. 

Table 15-2 illustrates the nine-level 

scale based on Delattre’s four-level 

model (Delattre, 1966) and obtained by 

dividing the space between each of the 

four levels into three segments. The nine- 

level scale is expressed by the following 

symbols: a = Acute; s = Supra; h = High; 

s = Elevated; c = Central; b = Bottom; 

I = Infra; g = Grave. The more acute ones 

(A, S$ or H) are involved in the definition 

of melisms. 

To illustrate the MELISM procedure, 

two spontaneous speech samples are 

presented here, one expressing the emo- 

tion of joy and the other two attitudes. 

Table 15—2. Matrix of tonal sequences describing the melodic configurations of words 

  

s sa SS sb se 

h ba bs hh he 

e ed es eh ee 

m ma ms mh me 

c ca cs ch ce 

b ba bs bb be 

i ia is ib ie 

g ga gs gh ge   

sm SC sb Si 5g 

hm he hb hi hg 

em ec eb ei eg 

mm me mb mi mg 

cm cc cb ci cg 

bm be bb bi bg 

im ic ib ii ig 

gm gc gb gi 88     

’"MOMEL (Hirst & Espesser, 1993) allows stylization of fundamental frequency contours as a combination of 

their macromelodic and a micromelodic components. This is assumed to correspond to the global pitch con- 

tour of the utterance, which is continuous and independent of the nature of the constituent phonemes. It 

corresponds approximately to what we produce if we hum an utterance instead of speaking it.
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Figure 15-1 presents the analysis of a 

spontaneous speech sample evoking 

a joyful childhood memory: “Cela ma 

marquee, petite (rires) je me rappelle 

le grenier (rires) / It struck me when 

I was little (augh), I remember the 

attic (daugh).” One notices that the Fo 

contour evolves in the upper part of the 

speaker’s register relative to her mean Fy 

(170 Hz), with tonal peaks reaching high 

values: a, s, and h. 

Figure 15-2 displays the analysis of an 

utterance expressing controlled irrita- 

tion and irony: “Non, c’est des matiéres 

sur Vétude de Vlagronomie (pause), 

comme cest intéressant .../ No, they’re 

courses in agronomy study (pause), 

bow interesting ...” The highlighted part 

of the utterance expresses “controlled 

irritation.” The latter is related to the 

fact that she was obliged to study agron- 

omy despite her wish to pursue eco- 

nomic studies. One observes a sequence 

of F, rises—each marking a lexical word. 

Levels extend from b to bh, mostly 

between b and c. The segment after the 

pause expresses irony. It is characterized 

by narrower F, range: between b and m, 

with an initial plateau at level b, which 

gives it a rather flat contour that is in 

contrast with the semantic content of 

the utterance “how interesting.” 

We believe that prosody is characterized 

by the interaction of two contradictory 

forces: one related to the grammaticaliza- 

tion of prosodic contours congruent 

with linguistic structures, and the other 

related to local deviations expressing the 

speaker’s personal affective state. This 

freedom is linked to the potency dimen- 

sion of affectivity (see Zei Pollermann & 

Izdebski, Chapter 3). Indeed, it is in the 

act of speaking that the subject can 

assert his or her personal numerical 

identity as opposed to a collective iden- 

tity related to his or her belonging to a 

group of language users. 

That everyday speech carries infor- 

mation about the speaker’s cognitive- 

affective state is well known and has 

been adequately documented in the 

works of linguists and psychologists 

for well over a century. Some of the ear- 

liest influential readings in this field were 

those of Steel, 1775; Bourdon, 1892; 

Bréal, 1897; Bally, 1905; Marty, 1908; 

Sapir, 1927; Seashore, 1927; Buhler, 

1934. Most of these authors—just as 

ancient Greek and Roman orators— 

pointed out the joint action of nonlin- 

guistic and linguistic aspects of speech 

in speech communication. They had a 

global view of a coordinated action of 

verbal and nonverbal channels of com- 

munication, including facial and body 

movements. Such parallel coding is 

inherent to the speech act, and can serve 

to regulate interpersonal relationships 

on the level of the interaction partners’ 

emotions, their mutual status and role, 

and the felt success of their communica- 

tive efforts. 

In this chapter we have tried to high- 

light the historic continuity of the role 

assigned to vocal affect in speech com- 

munication. We could thus say that the 

study of vocally communicated affect 

started within a global framework of 

interaction between verbal and nonver- 

bal aspects of communication. In ancient 

rhetoric, the semantic components of 

speech were interpreted in relation to 

the emotional messages carried by the 

human voice. With the introduction of 

experimentally more rigorous methods 

often referred to as the standard con- 

tent paradigms (Davitz, 1964), much of 

research on the communication of affect 

was stripped off the semantic compo- 

nent of speech, in spite of evidence that
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linguistic and nonverbal cues can con- 

tribute in an additive fashion to listeners’ 

judgments of affect (Ladd et al., 1985; 

Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977). More recent 

research on attitudes (Wichmann, 2002) 

as well as the work of Kehrein (2002) 

illustrate the necessity of integrating 

verbal elements and social context of 

interaction into the research paradigms. 

Caelen’s study of melisms is an example 

of how the attribution of affective mean- 

ing depends on both the context and the 

semantic content of the utterance. In the 

concluding paragraph of their chapter 

on vocal expression of emotion, Scherer 

and colleagues wrote: 

Apart from studying vocal communica- 

tion process as a whole, it may also be 

time to drop the assumption of separate 

linguistic and nonlinguistic channels, 

together with the hermeutic separation 

of the respective research traditions. As 

we have shown, there is much evidence 

that a large part of emotion signaling 

in voice and speech is dually coded, in 

both linguistic and nonlinguistic fea- 

tures. Thus a rapprochement between 

researchers interested in expression and 

those interested in language, is highly 

desirable, as is a more intensive interac- 

tion between researchers studying vocal 

and facial expression, two research 

areas that have had little contact so 

far, even though they have a common 

origin in the underlying emotion, and 

are often interpreted as a Gestalt by a 

perceiver (Scherer, Johnstone, & Klas- 

meyer, 2003, pp. 451-452). 
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